
Relax  |  Enjoy  |  Play  |  Admire
For summertime, and anytime, the living is easy with Deck Lok systems. Deck Lok systems take the effort out 
of maintaining your outdoor space. Unlike wood, Deck Lok systems are virtually maintenance-free. Masterfully 
constructed from durable vinyl, this unique decking system requires no staining, painting or sealing, and Deck Lok 
planks don’t splinter or rot. Your deck can withstand the harshest elements and heavy use, looking just as good on 
day 1000 as on day one. So rather than spending time maintaining your deck, you and your family will be enjoying it.

Stays cool

Scratch-resistant

Stain-resistant

The STYLE of LIFE
Live more, work less with a carefree deck by Deck Lok™ systems.

Slip-resistant

Engineered formulations  
for superior UV  
performance.

Fade-resistant



LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY   |    A VARIETY OF COLORS   |    LOW MAINTENANCE   |    IMPERVIOUS TO MOISTURE AND INSECTS   |    PROVEN VALUE

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  A N D  O P T I O N S

Choose Deck Lok™ Decking Systems
Exceptional craftsmanship and superior-quality vinyl materials combined with practical features 
such as UV protection, concealed fasteners and a slip-resistant woodgrain surface give Deck Lok 
decking a clean, uniform look and long-lasting reliability. The hardest part about owning a Deck 
Lok system may be deciding what your dream deck looks like.

COMPLEMENT YOUR DECK WITH THESE OTHER WESTECH PRODUCTS
■ Brock Dock®    

■ WESTECH® Vinyl Fence Systems    

Quality That Lasts
Deck Lok systems undergo rigorous testing 
to ensure durability, structural integrity 
and quality you can count on. Products are 
assessed for weathering and structural 
performance as well as building code 
compliance and lasting aesthetic appeal.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Westech stands behind its products with 
a Limited Lifetime Transferable Product 
Warranty. Deck Lok systems are warranted 
against manufacturing defects for your 
lifetime, providing extra confidence in your 
decision to choose a Westech product.

Colors
Available in 4 distinct colors to maximize design flexibility.

Tan ClayGrey Stone

DECK LOK, BROCK DOCK and WESTECH are  
trademarks of Westech Building Products LLC  
in the U.S. and/or other countries.

(0194-06/17)

1.866.423.2385     |     www.westechbp.com     |     info@westechbp.com 

Westech®

If home is where the heart is, 
your yard is where the fun is.

Deck Lok systems provide the design 

flexibility to make any type of outdoor 

space a reality. Finished with two 

embossed patterns and available in 

four colors, it’s easy to create the style 

perfectly suited to your tastes.

Relax. Enjoy.

Embossed Patterns
Each deck board is embossed in two distinctive woodgrain patterns for a stylish, slip-resistant 
surface that adds just the right touch to your design.

Standard Definition High Definition

Personalize/Installation
Installation with the patented interlocking boards provides ease of installation and utilizes half the 
fasteners of a conventional deck. Water shedding installation available; please see website for 
more details. 

Specially designed trim for a 
clean, finished appearance

Uniquely designed locking system 
for easy installation


